DETERGENTS FOR AQUEOUS PARTS WASHERS
Safe, effective cleaning with Cuda biodegradable
detergents engineered to do the job right.
With Cuda, you’ll find a family of detergents that are
carefully formulated by detergent chemists, blended
specifically for Cuda parts washers and manufactured
in our own detergent manufacturing facility.
In short, Cuda detergents are engineered to speed the
cleaning process and give you superior results in a
wide range of applications. So whether you’re using
a Cuda automatic top loader or an automatic front
loader, be sure to specify Cuda detergents.

90-DAY LABOR WARRANTY
EXTENDS TO 1-YEAR
WITH EXCLUSIVE USE OF
CUDA DETERGENTS

ALL PURPOSE DETERGENTS:
Super Clean
An all-purpose automatic parts washer
detergent, this powdered concentrate also is
effective in cleaning a variety of parts, including iron, steel, soft metals, plastics and electronics. It also contains a corrosion inhibitor
package and a modified defoamer package to
assist with foam control.

Super Clean Plus
Super-Clean Plus is an extra-strength, high—
but buffered—alkaline blend that is particularly effective in penetrating and cleaning hard
to remove grease, oil, tar, and carbon based
deposits. It is biodegradable and is designed
specifically for use in industrial parts washers. Cuda Super Clean Plus helps maintain
enhanced oil and grease cleaning properties
even at the end of the bath life. It contains
ingredients to combat water hardness problems and includes an advanced defoamer to
control foaming in the machine sump. It can
be used to clean steel, iron, stainless steel,
aluminum, copper, brass and plastics.

Ultra-Clean Liquid
A highly concentrated, biodegradable allpurpose detergent for use in automatic and
manual parts washers. It also contains water
softening agents, rust inhibitors and high temperature surfactants. Ultra-Clean Liquid dissolves completely, rinses clean and produces
no foam, even when used with synthetic oils.
This concentrated liquid has long-lasting
effectiveness and is economical to use.
YOUR AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR:

Manual Parts Washer Detergent
Cuda Manual Parts Washer Detergent is a
readily biodegradable, neutral pH, waterbased detergent formulated for use in
manual parts washers and aqueous parts
sinks. It removes greases, oils and grime
and can be used on most surfaces, including steel, stainless steel, brass, aluminum,
copper and plastics. This detergent has a
pleasant citrus odor.

SPECIALTY DETERGENTS:
Phosphatizer
Cuda Phosphatizer is a complete one-step
detergent and phosphatizing system for
cleaning metal parts and preparing them for
painting. It is a biodegradable cleaner and
phosphatizer for iron and steel designed
specifically for use in Cuda Industrial Parts
Washers, and for spray, dip or wipe-on cleaning and phosphatizing. Cuda Phosphatizer
cleans equally well in hard or soft water and
is formulated with a unique combination of
cleaning agents and defoamers that make it a
long lasting economical solution to use.

Defoamer

Vapor Corrosion Inhibitor
This is the ideal rust-inhibitor package for
parts washers because it resists corrosion
of both wetted surfaces and metal surfaces
exposed to steam. Most detergents have
inhibitors that work in the liquid phase, but
Cuda Vapor Corrosion Inhibitor has a characteristic that allows the inhibitor package to
blend with the steam for total protection.

Aluminum & Alloy
Ideal for cleaning aluminum, especially truck
trailers and aircraft parts. It can be used safely
on a number of alloys, such as brass, stainless steel and copper, as well as plastics. Cuda
Aluminum & Alloy is engineered to work in
hard or soft water and removes baked-on carbon, oil and grease.

Paint & Powder Coat Remover
Paint and Powder Coat Remover is a specialized, biodegradable, alkaline stripper that is
quick and effective at dissolving all types of
paint and powder coatings, including epoxy
finishes. It is effective for paint removal off
iron and steel, but is not intended for use on
aluminum, magnesium or galvanized metals.

A biodegradable defoamer for reducing and
controlling foam buildup in the sump solution. Can be used with all Cuda products and
does not interfere with the detergent cleaning
performance.
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